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Abstract
Cultural variation exists between regions (e.g.,001
the United States vs. China), but also within002
regions (e.g., California vs. Texas, Los Angeles003
vs. San Francisco). Measuring this regional cul-004
tural variation can illuminate how and why peo-005
ple think and behave differently. Historically,006
it has been difficult to computationally model007
cultural variation due to a lack of training data008
and scalability constraints. In this work, we009
introduce a new research problem for the NLP010
community: How do we measure variation in011
cultural constructs across regions using lan-012
guage? We then provide a scalable solution:013
building knowledge-guided lexica to model cul-014
tural variation, encouraging future work at the015
intersection of NLP and cultural understanding.016

1 Introduction017

People think and behave differently around the018

world. This is partly due to cultural variation, or019

the differences among individuals that exist due to020

some form of social learning (Cohen, 2001). Hav-021

ing a computational method that utilizes language022

to measure cultural variation could help us better023

understand humans (Tsai et al., 2006; Oishi et al.,024

2009), build more culturally-aware NLP systems025

(Hovy and Yang, 2021), and advance interdisci-026

plinary research in anthropology, cultural psychol-027

ogy, etc. However, due to a lack of data and scala-028

bility constraints, few such methods exist.029

In this paper, we present measuring regional030

variation in culture as a problem of interest for031

the NLP community and build a knowledge-guided032

lexical model as a scalable solution. Specifically,033

we focus on measuring individualism and collec-034

tivism1 across the United States (US) using geolo-035

cated Tweets.036
1Cultural psychologists have quantified axes on which cul-

ture differs, also called cultural dimensions. A key cultural di-
mension that influences behaviors like voting, donating, etc. is
individualism vs. collectivism (Hofstede, 2011). Collectivism
stresses the importance of the community, while individualism
focuses on each person’s rights and concerns.
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Figure 1: We build knowledge-guided lexica to model
cultural variation using two types of domain knowledge:
seed words based on cultural psychology theory and
embeddings from a pre-trained language model.

Historically, measuring cultural dimensions 037

across regions has been mostly done through ques- 038

tionnaires, such as the World Values Survey (WVS) 039

(Haerpfer et al., 2020). However, questionnaires 040

are time-consuming and heavily restricted in scope; 041

the most recent WVS wave required 4 years and 042

averaged 52 participants per US state. Recent work 043

probes language models (LMs) for cultural values 044

(Arora et al., 2023), but these LMs do not reflect 045

all cultures equally (Havaldar et al., 2023). 046

The overhead of traditional survey-based ap- 047

proaches and inconsistent cultural awareness of 048

existing LMs motivates scalable, computational 049

methods that use existing language data to measure 050

cultural variation instead. For the example prob- 051

lem addressed in this paper, we seek to measure 052

individualism and collectivism across US counties 053

using the following resources: 054

• Domain expertise from cultural psychologists. 055

• An open-source corpus (see Appendix A) of 056

1.5 billion geolocated Tweets from 6 million 057
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US users (Giorgi et al., 2018).058

• Individualism and collectivism scores for fifty059

US states (Vandello and Cohen, 1999).060

Pre-LM era solutions to measure culture use sin-061

gle words (Giorgi et al., 2020) or manually curated062

lexica (Graham et al., 2009), thus relying on a small063

number of highly specific words. A more modern064

NLP solution would take the form of either (1)065

training a model, or (2) prompting an LM. How-066

ever, to classify 1.5 billion Tweets, (1) requires a067

sizable amount of labeled training data, and (2) is068

not computationally scalable. For instance, run-069

ning this corpus through GPT-4 would cost roughly070

$900,000 (see Appendix B).071

Additionally, building a Tweet-level deep learn-072

ing model to predict culture is impractical. Most of073

an individual’s language does not indicate their cul-074

tural beliefs; therefore, it is prohibitively expensive075

to label enough Tweets to train an adequate model.076

Our method builds upon a line of work in077

NLP called lexicon induction (Araque et al., 2020;078

Buechel et al., 2020; Geng et al., 2022), which079

analyzes massive corpora in NLP without solely080

relying on deep learning. Past work mainly builds081

lexica for sentiment, emotion, etc. We uniquely fo-082

cus on the domain where little training data exists083

and not every utterance can be relevantly labeled.084

Leveraging domain knowledge. Our proposed085

method to model cultural variation utilizes both086

domain expertise from cultural psychology (via a087

set of expert-curated seed words) and knowledge088

implicit in LMs (via word embeddings) to build089

scalable lexical models.090

We validate our method against past collectivism091

research at the US state-level (Pelham et al., 2022;092

Vandello and Cohen, 1999) and extend the anal-093

ysis of individualism and collectivism across US094

counties, allowing for a more fine-grained spatial095

analysis (i.e., understanding how large areas like096

states are culturally heterogeneous).097

We also show how county-level analyses of cul-098

ture can obtain new insights into existing popu-099

lations, via a taxonomy of communities (socio-100

demographic clusters of counties) from the Amer-101

ican Communities Project (Chinni and Gimpel,102

2011). This taxonomy has been previously utilized103

to understand differences in health behaviors and104

outcomes (Aggarwal et al., 2023; Guntuku et al.,105

2021), and we use it to better understand how com-106

munities vary in individualism and collectivism.107

2 Building Knowledge-Guided Lexica 108

Lexica, or sets of curated words, are a highly scal- 109

able method for analyzing large datasets. However, 110

building lexica linked to cultural theory from the 111

ground up is also a time-intensive process. 112

To mitigate this, we propose a method that com- 113

bines two types of domain knowledge to efficiently 114

create lexica that can measure cultural variation. 115

We first ask an expert psychologist to generate two 116

small sets of seed words that capture individualism 117

and collectivism respectively based on their knowl- 118

edge of cultural psychology. We next leverage 119

knowledge implicitly present in language models 120

(e.g., word associations, word similarity, etc.) to 121

expand these small sets of seed words into high- 122

validity lexical models. 123

Using this method, we can measure regional vari- 124

ation for any cultural construct using language from 125

those regions. Our approach has two components: 126

Expansion and Purification. Figure 2 details this 127

approach for our example problem – measuring 128

individualism and collectivism across US counties. 129

Step 1: Expansion Given a set of seed words 130

from a cultural psychologist (see Appendix for seed 131

words), we utilize word embeddings2 to expand the 132

set of seed words in two ways: we locate all words 133

that are similar to each individual seed word (syn- 134

onym expansion), as well as locate the words that 135

are similar to the overall construct described by the 136

complete set of seed words (concept expansion). 137

For synonym expansion, we find the nearest 138

neighbors for each individual seed word in em- 139

bedding space and add these neighboring words 140

to our lexica. For concept expansion, we average 141

the embeddings of each seed word set (e.g. indi- 142

vidualism) to find the centroid embeddings. We 143

then find the nearest neighbors of each centroid 144

embedding. By using embedding space to expand 145

our lexica, we additionally calculate a weight for 146

each expanded word, i.e., the cosine similarity be- 147

tween the expanded word and the corresponding 148

seed word or centroid embedding. The weight for 149

each seed word is 1. 150

This method is highly tunable – any embeddings 151

can be used, and the number of nearest neighbors 152

returned during expansion can be adjusted based 153

on desired length of the final lexicon. 154

2We use FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) due to its fixed
vocabulary size, efficient nearest neighbors functionality, and
ability to find synonyms in context-free scenarios, but our
methods are more general and agnostic to embedding type.
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List of seed words
from cultural
psychologist

Synonym Expansion

disgrace
pity

shameful
...

shame

Concept Expansion

loyalty
sacrfice

obligation
honorable

...

shame
sacrifice
duties
....

Purification
using word
frequency
disgrace
loyalty
pity

sacrfice
obligation

...

Purification
using internal

correlation

Knowledge-Guided
Lexical Model

disgrace
loyalty
pity

obligation
...

Figure 2: Our knowledge-guided lexica creation method. The first stage, Expansion, consists of synonym expansion
and concept expansion, done in parallel. The second stage, Purification, includes frequency-based and correlation-
based pruning, done sequentially.

Step 2: Purification Upon aggregating the155

words returned from both expansion types, we want156

to ensure that the resulting lexica are both pertinent157

and internally correlated.158

To ensure pertinence, we filter out rare words,159

or any words below a given usage frequency (Bo-160

janowski et al., 2017). Next, we ensure internal161

correlation. We apply our lexica to our US Twitter162

Corpus and compute the weighted frequencies for163

each word at two granularities: county-level and164

state-level. This produces scores that reflect the165

individualism and collectivism tendencies of every166

US county and state. We then check how each167

individual word’s frequency correlates with the168

corresponding overall individualism/collectivism169

score. Any word that doesn’t show a significant170

positive correlation (product-moment correlation171

coefficient r < 0.15) is removed from the lexica.172

This step ensures that every word contributes cor-173

rectly to measuring the relevant cultural dimension.174

Figure 5 visualizes our knowledge-guided indi-175

vidualism and collectivism lexica.176

3 Validation177

Upon expanding and purifying the lexica, we vali-178

date our results using the collectivism scores from179

Vandello and Cohen (1999) for each of the 50 US180

states. We see a significant positive correlation of181

our collectivism scores with Vandello & Cohen’s182

collectivism scores (Table 1).183

We also use relevant collectivism indicators from184

the Global Collectivism Index (Pelham et al., 2022)185

– religiosity, living arrangements (i.e. grandparent186

living in the household), and in-group bias. Using187

corresponding questions from the 2017 U.S. census188

and the 2017 wave of the World Values Survey189

(Haerpfer et al., 2020), we get data for all of these190

Individualism
Lexicon Score

Collectivism
Lexicon Score

Vandello & Cohen’s
Collectivism Scores -0.374 0.388

Living
Arrangements -0.291 0.200

Religiosity -0.658 0.400

Ingroup Bias -0.513 0.464

Table 1: Pairwise product-moment correlations between
our individualism and collectivism lexica applied to
our Twitter Corpus and validation variables. We use
Vandello & Cohen’s Collectivism Scores and GCI indi-
cators, at the US state-level, for validation. All correla-
tions are significant (p < 0.05).

indicators at the US state level. We also see a 191

significant positive correlation with all of these 192

indicators (Table 1). Further details on validation 193

are given in Appendix C. 194

4 Results 195

We apply our validated knowledge-guided lexica 196

to county-level geolocated Tweets, to gain a more 197

fine-grained understanding of how individualism 198

and collectivism vary regionally.3 199

Figure 4 illustrates this variation, plotting the 200

difference between individualism and collectivism 201

score. The deep south shows high levels of collec- 202

tivism (dark red) and low levels of individualism 203

(light blue). Conversely, the West coast and the 204

Northeast show low levels of collectivism (light 205

red) and high levels of individualism (dark blue). 206

Counties with under 100 users are poorly repre- 207

sented (Giorgi et al., 2018) and are colored gray. 208

3We release our lexica, county-level and state-level scores,
and relevant code at https://anonymous.4open.
science/r/knowledge_driven_lexica-E8EE/
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Figure 3: A comparison of collectivism (red) and individualism (blue) scores across communities defined by the
American Communities Project, ordered from most individualistic (left) to least individualistic (right). We only
analyze communities with over 40 included counties. Scores are 0-1 normalized.

Figure 4: Collectivism (red) and individualism (blue)
across US counties. Dark red = higher collectivism and
dark blue = higher individualism. Gray counties have
insufficient Tweets to estimate a score.

Community-level insights. Cultural similarity is209

not always based on geographical proximity; two210

cities hundreds of miles apart may be more simi-211

lar than a city and a rural farm a few miles away212

(Guntuku et al., 2021). To show how county-level213

analyses of culture can help us better understand214

communities, we additionally use 15 community215

types (e.g., College Towns, Urban Suburbs) identi-216

fied by the American Communities Project (ACP).217

The ACP identified these communities based on218

socio-demographic attributes, not spatial clusters219

of counties. Previous studies have used these com-220

munity types to identify cultural variation in exces-221

sive alcohol consumption (Giorgi et al., 2020) and222

self-reported physical and mental health (Aggarwal223

et al., 2023; Mangalik et al., 2023).224

Figure 3 shows county-level individualism and225

collectivism scores grouped into their correspond-226

ing ACP community (see Table 3 for counts.)227

These results provide novel insights into how cul-228

ture varies regionally. For example, College Towns229

and Big Cities are highly individualist. These areas 230

are also more affluent and have higher rates of ed- 231

ucation (ACP, 2023). This fits with prior research 232

finding that people who are wealthy or educated 233

tend to be more individualistic (Binder, 2019). In 234

contrast, the data shows that Evangelical Hubs and 235

the African American South are highly collectivist. 236

These communities are tight-knit and religious ar- 237

eas (ACP, 2023), which have been linked to col- 238

lectivism (Pelham et al., 2022). Military Posts are 239

also more collectivist, which fits with the tight ties 240

in military service and “duty to one’s troop.” This 241

insight is helpful because we know of no cultural 242

psychology research comparing military communi- 243

ties with civilian communities. 244

5 Conclusion & Future Work 245

We present a method to efficiently measure cultural 246

variation by leveraging domain knowledge from 247

cultural psychology and language models to create 248

knowledge-guided lexica. These lexica, applied to 249

social media language, can estimate cultural dif- 250

ferences at fine-grained geographic levels, such as 251

states, counties, and communities. 252

Future work could build on this method to get 253

deeper insights into communities and cultures. For 254

example, our method could be used to identify 255

more types of Tweets that mark cultural differences; 256

we encourage researchers to build more sophisti- 257

cated models on these identified Tweets. Addi- 258

tionally, our method is easily extendable to other 259

cultural dimensions, such as tightness/looseness, 260

future orientation,etc. This method could also mea- 261

sure cultural variation globally, which requires ana- 262

lyzing different languages. Since our method is lan- 263

guage agnostic, it can easily extend to non-English 264

settings by leveraging multilingual embeddings. 265
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6 Limitations266

While we label each county for individualism and267

collectivism, we note that regions do not have a268

single culture. Within all regions, there is hetero-269

geneity of cultural values and beliefs. Since we270

use an open-source Twitter corpus, we also have271

poor coverage of counties with little to no Twitter272

data. Additionally, not all aspects of culture are273

revealed in language – we are limited to analyzing274

only what people say online.275

In our analyses, we do not control for race, in-276

come, or other demographic variables. We know277

cultural values are correlated to some demographic278

variables. For example, collectivism and individu-279

alism vary with income. Future work can improve280

upon these estimates by accounting for individual281

demographics. Additionally, it is unclear if this282

method of measuring cultural variation will work283

for all cultural dimensions. For example, power284

distance (Hofstede, 2011) involves the relationship285

dynamics of two people, which might make it diffi-286

cult to capture with lexica.287

7 Ethical Considerations288

The goal of studying cultural variation is to better289

understand cultures, not individuals. Nonetheless,290

the characterization of culture has the danger of291

stereotyping individuals. Individuals within each292

culture vary greatly. Studying culture can help293

us understand differences in psychology, but we294

should not assume that a cultural average will def-295

initely apply to a particular individual from that296

culture.297

All data used in this study are publicly avail-298

able. While geolocated Twitter data is used, only299

aggregated spatial-level data is reported. That is,300

no person-level identifiable information is used or301

released for this study.302
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A Open-Source Twitter Corpus 416

We use the County Tweet Lexical Bank, an open 417

source data set of features extracted from a corpus 418

of 1.5 billion tweets from approximately 6 mil- 419

lion US county mapped users (Giorgi et al., 2018). 420

While the full details of the dataset can be found in 421

the original paper, we give a high-level summary 422

to aid the reader. The dataset is built from a larger 423

corpus which is a 10% sample of Twitter from 424

2009-2015 (over 30 billion tweets). These tweets 425

are then mapped to US counties via latitude and 426

longitude coordinates associated with the tweets 427

or self-reported location information in the Twit- 428

ter user’s profile (a free text field). A Twitter user 429

is included in this data set if they have posted at 430

least 30 or more English tweets, and a county is 431

included if at least 100 such users are mapped to 432

that respective county. This process resulted in 1.5 433

billion tweets mapped to over 2000 US counties. 434

B Scalability Calculations 435

We outline the proposed costs of using various LM- 436

based techniques to label our corpus of 1.5 billion 437

Tweets: 438

Proposed cost of GPT-4 As of August 2023, the 439

OpenAI API rate for GPT-4 is $0.06 cents per 1,000 440

tokens. Assuming 10 tokens per Tweet, we get: 441

1.5e9Tweets× 10 Tokens

Tweet
× $0.06

1, 000 Tokens
(1) 442

This yields a total cost of $900,000. 443

Proposed cost of GPT-3.5 As of August 2023, 444

the OpenAI API rate for GPT-3.5 is $0.002 cents 445

per 1,000 tokens. Assuming 10 tokens per Tweet, 446

we get: 447

1.5e9Tweets× 10 Tokens

Tweet
× $0.002

1, 000 Tokens
(2) 448

This yields a total cost of $30,000. 449

C Validation: Additional Details 450

All six variables in the Global Collectivism Index 451

– total fertility rate, living arrangements (% house- 452

holds with people over 60 and children under 14), 453

stability of marriage (divorce rate to marriage rate 454

ratio), religiosity, collective transportation, and in- 455

group bias (approximated by compatriotism due 456

to lack of state-level data) – are replicable at the 457

state-level using US census data and WVS data. 458
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Collectivism Seed Words duties, responsibilities, role, fit in, community, sacrifice,
shame, required, rules, honor, support, rely, loyal, respect,
obedience

Individualism Seed Words humans, humanity, worldwide, universal, mankind, everyone,
collective, global, equity, imagination, cooperate,
cooperation, shared, joint, identity, guilt, diversity

Table 2: Seed words hypothesized to identify individualism and collectivism on social media, provided by a domain
expert in cultural psychology.

ACP Community Num Counties

Exurbs 207
Graying America 164
African American South 252
Evangelical Hubs 269
Working Class Country 159
Military Posts 70
Urban Suburbs 103
College Towns 151
Big Cities 46
Hispanic Centers 87
Rural Middle America 403
Middle Suburbs 77

Table 3: Number of included counties for each ACP
community included in the analysis in Figure 3.

Note that when aggregating US census data from459

county-level to state-level, we treat each county460

as being weighted equally, due to disproportionate461

amounts of data coming from big cities.462

In order to determine which of these six repli-463

cated variables also measure collectivism within464

the United States, we sample subsets of the six vari-465

ables and use Cronbach’s alpha to measure internal466

consistency. We limit the subsets to size three or467

larger, following Pelham and colleagues’ (Pelham468

et al., 2022) validation of three collectivism indi-469

cators per nation. The set of living arrangements,470

religiosity, and compatriotism yielded the highest471

Cronbach’s alpha (0.702), so we chose these three472

variables as a validation metric.473

Table 1 shows the correlations between each of474

the three validation variables, the collectivism lexi-475

con score, and the individualism lexicon score for476

US states. Collectivism word use positively corre-477

lates with all validation outcomes, and individual-478

ism word use correlates negatively. We further vali-479

date against median income at the state-level. Prior480

research has found that income is negatively corre-481

lated with collectivism (Pelham et al., 2022) Sim-482

ilarly, income was negatively correlated with our483

collectivism lexicon scores (-0.273) and positively484

with our individualism lexicon scores (0.424). We485

also observe a strong negative correlation (-0.470)486

Figure 5: Word clouds visualizing our individualism
lexica (blue, top) and collectivism lexica (red, bottom).
Larger words have a higher weight, while smaller words
have a lower weight.

between our individualism and collectivism scores 487

at the US state level. 488

We also validate against Vandello and Cohen’s 489

collectivism scores (Vandello and Cohen, 1999). 490

We see a positive correlation (0.388) with our col- 491

lectivism lexicon scores and a negative correla- 492

tion (-0.374) with our individualism lexicon scores. 493

This suggests that our lexica measurements are in- 494

deed tapping into real cultural differences. 495
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